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ABSTRACT
Enhanced safety based on the principle of the natural "self-defence" is one of the most desirable features

of innovative nuclear systems (critical or sub-critical) regarding both TRU transmuter and "clean" energy
producer concepts. For the evaluation of the "self-defence" domain, the method of the asymptotic reactivity
balance has been generalised. The promising option of Hybrids systems (that use a symbiosis of fissions and
spallations in sub-critical cores) which could benefit the advantages of both Accelerated Driven Systems of the
traditional type and regular critical systems, has been advocated.

General features of Hybrid dynamics have been presented and analysed. It was demonstrated that an
external neutron source of Hybrids can expand the inherent safety potential significantly.

This analysis has been applied to assess the safety physics potential of innovative concepts for
prospective nuclear power both for energy producers and for transmutation. It has been found, that safety
enhancement goal defines a choice of sub-criticality of Hybrids. As for energy producers with Th - fuel cycle, a
significant sub-criticality level is required due to a necessity of an improvement of neutronics together with
safety enhancement task.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
FACTORS OF DANGER AND THE BASIC REACTOR SAFETY PRINCIPLES

The natural (deterministic) "self-defence" of a nuclear system is based on the inherent self-resistance of
a nuclear power plant (NPP) to any realistic (in fact, corresponding to nature laws) initiation and propagation of
dangerous transients which are menacing to the reactor component integrity and could finally lead to
radioactivity release. The analysis of the natural safety potential includes consideration of the principal danger
factors such as stored non-nuclear energy (i.e. the in-core pressure, chemical energy, inflammability, thermo-
mechanical stresses, etc.) as well as simulation of the Anticipated Transients Without an intervention of the
active safety means (i.e. Scram) - ATWS. Such a simulation takes into account:
• Power excursion events due to an excess of reactivity;
• Conformity power and heat release (i.e. a loss of coolant flow, a loss of heat sink, non-sufficient cooling of
the residual heat etc. and their multiple combinations could be sources of nonconformity).

Natural resistance to dangerous ATWS can be considered as the fundamental scientific base of nuclear
system natural safety.

It is known that regular NPP (being designed long time before the "intent" attention to safety was
elaborated) do not respond to the "self-defence principle" but their safety is based on the "defence in depth"
approach where NPP integrity is classified via the "probabilistic" assessment of initiating events and of
propagation of the corresponding transients through protection barriers. Meanwhile, a significant excessive
reactivity margin (about 20-30$ of reactivity are theoretically able to be inserted by the active regulating
systems in LWR and about 10$ - in HTR) is one of the irresistible limit to achieve the self-defence in regular
thermal reactors. Unfortunately, anticipated LOFWS, LOCA, LOHSWS and their combinations could lead to
core melt-down if "active" scrams are delayed. Large sodium cooled FBR have significant positive void effects
as well as significantly high (although smaller than LWR) reactivity "burn-up margins" which could also be
reasons for dangerous events.

No doubts that the non-nuclear dangers (such as the elevated pressure in LWR, HTR) the inflammability
of sodium in FBR, etc.) can aggravate propagation of initiated dangerous events.

Due to "contradictive" and tight requirements for softening all ATWS propagations, it is practically
impossible to achieve the natural safety level in some "traditional" nuclear installation of a large power unit like
PWR, sodium cooled FR, etc. This "quality" has never been demonstrated yet in practice in full degree except
some particular situations (i.e. self-protection against LOFWS events in the EBR-II reactor, etc.). However, it
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can be "aiming designed" for some innovative reactor types such as BREST [2]. Even for systems with strong
active safety means, resistance to ATWS (so called, "self-defence" potential) can be considered as the important
safety features.

2. THE SELF-DEFENCE POTENTIAL EVALUATION

Such an evaluation can be done by searching (or "designing") of a combination of those reactor
characteristics (so called, the "domain of self-defence") which correspond to the "self-defence property" with
respect to all technically possible ATWS. The first simplified methods of the self-defence analysis and design
have been demonstrated by Dr. D. Wade [1] with an application to the fast spectrum critical Integral Fast
Reactor (IFR). Further on, precise algorithms (including detailed reactor dynamics and core structure) have
been developed with respect to the BREST reactor design analysis [2]. This method has been extended later for
sub-critical Hybrids which use a spallation neutron source generated by a proton beam [3].

2.1. METHOD OF THE ASYMPTOTIC REACTIVITY BALANCE

This simplified approach [1,4] for critical reactors consists in writing the balance of "asymptotic" reactivity after a

transition, taking into account neutronicand liiermohydraulic feed-back effects:

p=(P-l )A+\^r-\p+8rmC+dpeXt=(i, (1)

where

P and F are power and coolant flow (normalised to unity at operating conditions),

5Tjn is the change from normal coolant inlet temperature Tj,:

C is the inlet temperature reactivity coefficient,

(A+B) is the reactivity coefficient experienced in going to full power and flow from zero power isothermal at coolant inlet

temperature,

B is the power/flow reactivity coefficient,

Sp^, is an anticipated external reactivity insertion.

Usually, A, B , C are negative and Doppler effect is dominating in A while Doppler, void and fuel expansion effects - in B

as well as grid plate thermal dilation (core radial expansion) in C. Typical values for fast reactors of IFR-type are:

A = -1.5 $, B = -.0.5$ and C = -0.005 $/grad C [1 ],

In the equation (1), it is assumed that convergence (criticaliry) has been reached asymptotically.
The following equation are then proposed at the final equilibrium state regarding asymptotic power in

critical reactors or in Hybrids with an independent external source (ADS):

^i)B-SrmC-Spexl-p\+^-]=0\ (2)

where one has:
5i/i as the fractional change of the accelerator current which was reserved to compensate some reactivity swings
and

p is the initial sub-criticality level = (1-K«ff).

Equation (2) can be solved with respect to P.
One of important quantities (which can indicate a resistance to an accident propagation) is the

asymptotic coolant output temperatures Tout.
If one denotes the coolant temperature rise at nominal power/flow ratio by ATC> and Tjn is the coolant

inlet temperature, then the possible growth of Tout is defined by the expression [4]:

Now, let us consider several important anticipated transients.

Transients Over-Power (TOPWS) / Transients Over-Current (TOCWS).
One of the most dangerous (for critical reactors) events is the anticipated ingress of the total positive

reactivity to cores without scram. Similar accident for sub-critical systems (i.e. ADS) is the proton current
ingress (AiTOc) of the total reserve of current preparing for compensating of the anticipated reactivity loss,



including burn-up swings, temperature effects, operational margins, etc. The coolant flow F remains unchanged
in this model.

From (2), it follows that (for short term, when Tjn is unchanged) the asymptotic power P will increase
comparing with its nominal value (P = 1):

°C (3)P l -
(A + B)-p

where, for critical reactors, one has to replace A / ? r o c —> ApT0P,p = 0 .
The corresponding increase of the maximum coolant temperature can be defined as

(4)
*" (A + B)-p

It is clear that smaller reactivity margin and larger (in absolute terms) A, B (higher Doppler coefficient
absolute value and other negative temperature effects) as well as larger sub-criticality are desirable to minimise
the asymptotic maximum temperature.
When 5Tin gradually increases (the long term consideration, P-»l) then

and, for both critical and sub-critical cases, a large C value is desirable in this case.

Loss of Flow Without Scram (LOFWS) - pumps stop
It is assumed that the inlet temperature T;n does not change while the coolant flow will coasts down to

the natural convection (for detailed analysis we refer to [4]).
In this case, the power is sustained down to a lower limit. The integrated energy, if not adequately

absorbed via the natural circulation (this is a danger particularly for gas cooled systems!), may lead to
unacceptable temperature levels. For a small natural coolant flow (~1% of the nominal flow), we would obtain

%fp (6)
with an unlimited coolant output temperature growth. Proton current cut-off improves this situation significantly:
one has a quite limited output temperature growth

One could see that sub-criticality could stimulate a dangerous level of power (compare with critical
reactors where P-»0 fortunately) and, hence, the critical reactor behaviour during LOFWS is safer.

Loss of heat sink without scram (LOHSWS)
The P expression shows that the power is sustained down to a lower limit which is proportional to sub-

criticality level. The integrated energy may lead to unacceptable temperature levels.

One can find other scenario of heavy accidents in [4], It has to be mentioned that all TOP scenario
with proton beam cut-off are less dangerous in Hybrids compared with critical reactors [7].

The following general inter-mediate conclusion can be drawn:

There are ways of minimisation of dangers during ATWS by the proper co-ordination of feed-back reactivity
effects, core designs as well as core sub-criticality level. Such a co-ordination is often "self-contradictory " and
it is not realisable for all critical reactor concepts. Sub-criticality of ADS can significantly help to enhance
self-defence properties for majority of ATWS if an inherent proton current cut-off is foreseen. In the case when
proton current cut-off can not be realised intrinsically and it requires forced active means then sub-criticality
is also useful to limit over-reactivity accidents (TOPWS-type), although critical regimes remain preferable with
respect to "thermo-hydraulic" accidents (LOFWS, LOHSWS or their multiple combinations with other ATWS).

Meanwhile , there is a "special option" of Hybrids which could gain the advantages both ADS and
critical systems. Moreover, regarding safety enhancement, the importance of spallation neutrons can be
significantly enforced if they could be "transformed" (completely or partially) to a supplementary group of
"delayed" neutrons which could be "designed" (unlike the regular delayed neutrons from fission product decay)
with respect to safety enhancement needs.



2.2. HYBRIDS WITH THE EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL NEUTRON SOURCE COUPLING

Following to the traditional ("probabilistic") safety approach, it has been demonstrated [3,7] that ADS
have potentially higher (compared with critical reactors) safety potential due to:

an important inherent margin of the "negative" reactivity at the nominal working conditions and
ability to terminate the fission chain reaction rapidly (however, not instantly taking into account the effect of
power decrease slowing down just after an instant power partial fall; this effect arises due to delayed neutrons)
via the external neutron source cut-off.

If probability of the failure of this simple cut-off operation is sufficiently small then one can refer
dangerous TOP-like events to the "Beyond Design Accident" aria (so called "dangerous but rare events" in
ordinary rubrics of NP accidents). However, such logic seems to be served only as "bureaucratic" safety means.
Meanwhile, it would be really beneficial to apply the ADS safety potential for the natural (deterministic) safety
realisation. The careful analysis has showed that ADS fail this potential (unlike some fast critical reactors:
BREST, IFR) with respect to "thermo-hydraulic" accident initiators where the feed-back effects do play the
decisive role in prevention critical reactors from core disruptions. In some cases, a tight neutronics is also
considered as an object of enhancement by an external source, particularly in waste transmutation or/and Th
cycle application.

At the same time, there is a way of direct enhancing of both neutronics and safety physics remaining in
the frame of the critical regime. This gives burst an idea of a "critical Hybrid", where the number of secondary
neutrons of every fission can be increased by a neutron source of the "auxiliary" neutron production (i.e. via
spallation). In fact, it worsens the energy net output, however, in many cases can be accepted. This is a
particular important case, if supplementary neutrons would supply this system with properties that improve
safety physics drastically. In fact, the SPALLation-FIssion Critical Hybrid (SPALL-FICH) approach, proposed
earlier in CEA under name the Accelerator Coupled System - ACS [9,4], are able, at least, theoretically, to
conserve advantages of both critical reactors and ADS with respect to all scope of anticipated accidents without
scram. With respect to technical features, the general difference between ADS and SPALL-FICH is the
following: the accelerator of ADS is fed by the external independent electrical grid while the accelerator of
SPALL-FICH receives electricity produced by fissions just in this particular core [9].

It is known that all critical reactors are indeed supporting by a tiny external source. The only principal
difference between ADS, SPALL-FICH and critical reactor physics lies in the source "nature", i.e. in
• intensity of the source,
• capability to "drive" a system power and
• particularity of "driving mechanisms"- core dynamics.

In the both ADS and SPALL-FICH, core sub-criticality is much more significant (compared with critical
reactors where a small and fixed external independent source is not able to drive power). It requires a much
more intensive supplementary neutron source getting from spallation. One could drive total power of an ADS
by changing power consumed for spallation. Unlike ADS, SPALL-FICH is not "driven" by an independent
external source: its total power output follows to the choice of the power fraction consumed for spallation.
Besides, the spallation neutrons yield in SPALL-FICH could be arbitrary delayed compared with prompt
neutrons. Hence, unlike critical reactors and ADS, there is a supplementary (""artificial") group of delayed
neutrons of SPALL-FICH which allows to arrange a more flexible and effective control of power. This delay is
defined by time required to transform a fission into spallation neutrons and can be optimised ("designed") with
respect to concrete safety enhancement goal. In fact, SPALL-FICH with a sub-critical core are working in the
critical regime with an enhanced neutron balance and a supplementary delayed spallation neutron fraction (Ps)
for the account of the partial energy self-consumption. In the case of SPALL-FICH, ps is the "decisive"
dynamics parameter instead of the core sub-criticality level as it was in ADS case.

The particularity of SPALL-FICH dynamics consists in the following: the supplementary neutron
production (via spallation) depends on reactor thermo-hydraulics. The spallation neutron delay has similar time-
characteristics as thermo-hydraulic processes. For each stationary condition, the heat release corresponds to the
power level. This heat release generates the spallation source required to support the given stationary power. If,
for example, core power exceeds heat release due to some transient, then the spallation neutron source will not
be sufficient to support the given power in a sub-critical core: power will decrease inherently.

The most important advantage of SPALL-FICH application is the feasible and significant expansion of
the "domain of self-defence" - the natural safety area of reactor parameters (including their uncertainties) [2]. It
means that the practical realisation of the deterministic safety approach promises to be easier for SPALL-FICH
when compared with similar critical reactors. For example, it is known that nitride (N15) dense fuel is required
(together with the precise adjustment of core parameters regarding all feed-back effects) to achieve a reliable
"self-defence" domain for the fast critical reactor BREST-300 design. We believe that the "BREST-SPALL-



FICH would be able to appease the requirements to core parameters and to fuel density (e.g. traditional oxide
fuel could be acceptable to achieve the natural safety level).

Let us consider the dynamic properties of SPALL-FICH with more details:
If ts is the time delay required for transformation of fission energy into proton current, then one could

see [8] that, compared with an ADS driven by an external neutron source and with regular critical reactors, in
SPALL-FICH:

• sub-criticality level p will play now the role of "yield"(fraction) (3S of delayed supplementary neutrons

(like p), i.e. p = p s . Unlike P, this "yield" can be adjusted by the core sub-criticality choice;

[ ApTnr |
1 H • plays a role similar to the fission product decay parameter(l A,);

Ps )
* ts\Ps +

 ^PTOC) W ' ^
 s e r v e a s * e "effective delayed spallation neutron lifetime" similar to pA,.

The appearance of a relatively large "effective spallation lifetime" makes all dangerous rapid
transitions slower.
EXAMPLE:

If Aproc = 2P and K,ff = 0.95; ps = 1 U 0.05
\Keff )

then the effective spallation neutron lifetime can be assessed for a lead cooled fast reactor as 0.06 ts and will be
finally defined by the t$ choice (design). In reality, t$ ~ 10s and then all real transients go much slower than in
fast critical reactor (where pM. = 0.03s) taking into account that the power doubling time is proportional to

lp+^r+ts(J3s+Aproc)
In2 ——T . It is evident that the contribution of the prompt neutron lifetime L ~ 10"7s is

Aprop p

negligible a priori.
The equation for the "asymptotic" power in SPALL-FICH systems is presented in Ref.[4].

2.2.1 TOP-TYPE ATWS INTER-COMPARISON
An instant insertion of whole of the proton current margin (TOC) is the specific feature of Hybrids.
Considering TOPWS/TOCWS events with no feed-back effects (the "prompt power jump

approximation"), one observes an instant power jumps AP due to either some reactivity Aprop insertion (i.e.
control rods withdrawal) or because of the proton current increase which corresponds to the reactivity margin
Aproc:

*fT0C for ADS (7)

AP = -BlQC_ for S P A L L . F I C H (8)

fis + fi
AP = for the regular critical reactors with similar characteristics (9)

p — ApT0P

One notices, in this case, a much smaller Hybrid power growth than in a corresponding critical system
assuming similar reactivity margin values.

Now let us consider the possibility of an accidental reactivity insertion in a Hybrid. This may occur, for
instance, if one assumes to use control rods to compensate reactivity changes during some operations and/or
burn-up. An inadvertent control rod extraction could produce a rapid TOP event. The power rise, which
corresponds to the prompt-jump model, can be assessed as the following [7]:

AP = = 2™P for ADS

p + p-ApT0P

for SPALL-FICH (11)



Comparing (10,11) with (9) of a critical reactor without rapid feed-back effects in a core, one can see
that core sub-criticality does work as the rapid and negative feed-back (like Doppler effect) reducing the power
jump.

Hence, an external source supplies a system with a favourable feed-back reactivity and is able to
compensate even drastic degradation of safety characteristics (reduction of delayed neutron fraction, Doppler
effect, etc.) of a system as in cases of TRU-burners.

Similar inter-comparisons between ADS and SPALL-FICH show that the short-term transient behaviour
of SPALL-FICH and ADS is very similar with respect to all rapid TOCWS.

Considering "thermo-hydraulics" transients, one concludes that ADS and SPALL-FICH behave similarly
except cases when proton current fails to be cut-off. Indeed, for LOHSWS case, SPALL-FICH behaviour is
similar to critical reactors [4]. The similar situation takes place for LOFWS (current fails to be cut-off and the
coolant natural circulation FNC is non-negligible) when the asymptotic outlet coolant temperature can be

presented as Toul = —ATC
B + A^NC

At the same time, ADS behaviour (6) can be quite dangerous. This also indicates the clear advantage of
SPALL-FICH with respect to ADS. In fact, all spallation neutron source parameters have to be optimise
eventually to enhance safety in the full degree.

From other side, the SPALL-FICH seems to be like, or better than the corresponding regular critical systems,

particularly, in case of TOPWS and LOHSWS events.

On the base of this preliminary analysis, further researches should be devoted to development of the specific means

of SPALL-FICH safety enhancement, involving concrete core and reactor designs, materials, fuel distribution, source

configuration, etc.

3. A RECOMMENDATION ON THE CHOICE OF THE EXTERNAL NEUTRON INTENSITY LEVEL
(SAFETY ASPECTS)

Multiple factors can be taken into account when a suitable core sub-critical level (and, hence, an
external source intensity) is being chosen:

• A significant intensity of an external source is really required for the enhancement of neutron balance (as
could be in the case of "neutronically weak" natural Th-cycle in innovative [5,6] energy producers). Meanwhile,
both economic and technical constraints require to reduce the sub-criticality level as much as possible. On the
other hand, as we have indicated above, an adequate core sub-criticality can be a key factor for meeting
adequate safety requirements in many circumstances. All constraints - neutronics requirements, the self-defence
and acceptable economics allow to choose an optimal core sub-criticality level and the corresponding proton
beam power (or a fraction of power spent for accelerator needs).
• In the case of TRU-transmuters with sufficient core neutronics, fed with solid fuel, an appropriate sub-
criticality level could be used to minimise the danger of a significant reactivity swing (which brings
consequently a large value of Apxoc) with respect to TOCWS and to compensate the degrading P-value.
Frequent inventory re-loadings would help, but, they are economically "expensive". For a proper sub-criticality
choice, one can recommend the search of the self-defence domain applying the general balance reactivity
analysis [3]. A "modest" sub-criticality level (=» several p) is expected to be sufficient to enhance safety
considerably.
• A negligible reactivity swings of "mobile" fuelled reactors (molten salt, pebble-bed, etc.) reduce the
menace of dangerous TOPWS. However, molten salt safety suffers from reduction of the delayed neutron
precursor concentration. This is the case when core sub-criticality of SPALL-FICH will be in handy.

4. ON SAFETY PHYSICS POTENTIAL OF INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS FOR PROSPECTIVE NUCLEAR
POWER

4.1 TRUTRANSMUTERS
Recently, many scenarios of perspective NP structure were discovered with respect to transmutation of

long-lived wastes. Corresponding systems: critical and sub-critical (mostly ADS) have been studied when
reactor cores were loaded with TRU.

Analysis indicated that the presence of TRU in nuclear reactors both fast and thermal calls the
significant "degradation" of safety parameters.

As for LWR, it leads towards an essential reduction of the Doppler effect, to the decrease (absolute
values) of some temperature effects (A and B parameters in D. Wade's formalism), to the decrease of delayed



neutron fraction P (because TRU in average have smaller delayed neutron yield), to increase of reactivity burn-
up swings due to low fuel breeding. Hence, ApTOp is dangerously increasing.

Degradation of fuel thermodynamic parameters leads to temperature growths approaching close to
dangerous temperature limits. Finally, it leads to worsening of the self-defence and calls an aggravation of
accident consequences.

Analysis shows [4] that a core sub-criticality is able to compensate this degradation compared with
critical LWR cores very easily. In the case of TOPWS, core sub-criticality is working as a prompt
(characteristic time is comparable with the prompt neutron life and even faster than Doppler effect) and
negative feed-back. Even a small sub-criticality level (by order of one-two dollars) is able to recover this
degradation taking into account that all regular negative effects do not exceed several dollars before core
disruption. Besides, the SPALL-FICH application allows to compensate the delayed neutron yield reduction and
to slow-down transients.

As for fast regular reactors with sodium coolant, TRU-contained fuel application also leads to falling the
Doppler effect down. Besides, void effects become more dangerous ( |B | decreases). The lack of delayed
neutrons makes a rapid transients more dangerous taking in mind the particular short prompt neutron lifetime.
Fast sub-critical core systems are also a promising alternative to critical reactors.

Hence, one can considered the potential of a significant SAFETY ENHANCEMENT as the most
important argument to justify sub-critical core system development of TRU-burners.

4.2. ENERGY PRODUCERS
Innovative concepts and designs, oriented on energy production, can be applied finally for replacement

of current reactors (if such producers are economically more attractive, less waste productive and more safe)
and for incineration of TRU which have accumulated in NP.

Properly chosen fuel cycle and corresponding neutronics allow to work at an equilibrium state when
accumulating wastes are burning out continuously. It is foreseen that such innovative concepts are able to
incinerate all accumulated TRU on the way to such an equilibrium that eliminates necessity of dedicated TRU-
transmuters

Lead cooled critical reactors BREST(3 00/1200 MW) fed by natural U do initially not require core sub-
criticality: it was reported [2] that the regular critical regime could provide the natural safety.

Another group of concepts is based on application of Th-fuel cycle which is, a priori, less toxic,
particularly, during first 104 years after fuel final discharging when waste toxicity is remaining particularly high.
Among them: EA of Prof. C. Rubbia [5] and TASSE of CEA (Cadarache) [6]. Core sub-criticality is
compulsory because of a neutron "shortage" of the natural Th-fuel (i.e. no enriched fuel feed and, probably, no
fuel recycling are foreseen in TASSE).

When the self-defence of EA and BREST (similar core structures) is inter-compared, it follows that
BREST[2] dynamics seems to be no less promising. EA (as it has been reported in the beginning) inherit an
elevated reactivity margin required for "Pa-effect" (about 5000pcm) and for a long fuel burn-up (altogether
about 104pcm) compensations. At the same time, considering the asymptotic coolant temperature level during
TOPWS, one can notice a prevailing rapid growth of the numerator (4) because ApToc is much larger in EA
compared with BREST, although, there is a partial compensation in the denominator due to EA sub-criticality

( p ). As for the delayed output temperature growth, it is proportional to ApTOc and could be more penalised for
EA than for BREST case. Besides, LOFWS and LOHSWS events are potentially more dangerous in EA
compared with BREST due to non-zero asymptotic power in EA (in the case of failure of proton current cut-
off). Unfortunately, lack of full EA self-defence analysis does not allow to fulfil the complete inter-comparison.
EA-SPALL-FICH option could compensate this potential shortage of EA with respect to thermo-hydraulic
accidents.

"Mobile" (liquid or pebble-bed type) Th based fuel, the corresponding optimised flux level, the once-
through or closed on-line cycles and SPALL-FICH approach (TASSE) allow to enhance safety and to overcome
anticipating technological problems. As it was mentioned, core sub-criticality plays a rather important role for
mobile fuel because fuel circulation causes a reduction of the concentrations of delayed neutron precursors (it
could be simulated via X - increase) as well as a reduction of the delayed neutron fraction in cores. Roughly,
both reductions are proportional to the ratio of the fuel life inside of the fuel-circuit to the life in the core. For
example, in some molten salt concepts, this ratio is supposed to be about 2. It means, that all transitions
(produced by a reactivity insertions) in a molten salt systems go faster by the factor of 4 taking into account that
the "delayed neutron life" is proportional to |3A.. Moreover, the margin of reactivity which defines the domain
of slow transients is reducing significantly. Pebble-bed fuel dynamics is very similar to a solid fuel one.

The neutron balance shortage is the key neutronics problem of the simplified once-through Th fuel
cycle. It calls the necessity of a intensive external neutron source and leads, finally, to a significant penalisation



in economics. Among molten salt schemes, there is a promising idea to use chloride salt enriched with 37C1
isotope. It is known that chlorides are the best salt component to keep neutron spectrum hard (it is particularly
beneficial for Th-family neutronics). However, this advantage is ruined by the significant neutron capture of the
natural Cl. Calculations show that the natural Cl consumption exceeds 0.2 n/fission in the fast spectrum TASSE
version. Besides, 35C1 produces a large amounts of the toxic long-lived 36C1 via neutron capture. On the
contrary, 37CPs neutron capture and scattering rates are lower by factor of 10 compared with the natural Cl
(Ref: JENDL 3.2 library). Rough assessment shows that the core reactivity is increasing by about 104pcm, thus
approaching molten salt cores to criticality for once-through cycle.

TASSE natural safety potential seems to be predominant. The following reasons can be important to
justify this preliminary and optimistic conclusion:
• TASSE reactivity is constant during core-life (continuous fuel charge-discharge): Apxoc—>0,

• the initial sub-criticality (/?) calls an important supplementary negative "feed-back effect" during

transitions,
• external source coupling could conserve an attractive resistance to LOFWS as well as to LOHSWS and
their combinations,
• all fast transients are slowing down due to the delayed spallation neutrons.

Besides, TASSE is minimising many other sources of danger due to the small pressure, absence of
inflammable materials, a negligible stored chemical energy and thermo-mechanical stresses in cores. With
respect to safety, it seems, that TASSE can be approved as a candidate of the natural safe nuclear installation.

5. CONCLUSION
Enhanced safety based on the "self-defence principle" is one of the most desirable features of innovative

nuclear systems with respect to both TRU transmutation and "clean" energy producer concepts.
Sub-criticality as able to make a significant contribution to safety. As for TRU transmuters, core sub-

criticality provides a mechanism of a compensation and an enhancement of degraded safety characteristics of
TRU-burners. A small core sub-critical level, which is not much economically penalising, could be sufficient.

Regarding energy producers, a larger sub-criticality level is pronouncing because of a necessity of
neutronics enhancement summing with safety improvement task. Core sub-criticality is able either to
compensate a degradation of the self-defence caused by the significant reactivity swings (as in the case of the
EA), or to approach to the natural safety level as, for example, for the molten salt concept TASSE.

The important safety potential and neutronics enhancements as well as the fuel cycle simplification are
the worthy arguments to justify sub-critical system development.
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